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Dear Readers;
2010 is now into its final quarter,
signalling the approaching end of a
year that is generally felt to have been
another difficult one. Global downturn,
financial scandals, a faltering euro...
Slowly but surely, a fundamental rethink
is underway. Strategies that were long
prized as the golden norm are losing
their definitive status and having to be
replaced by new ones. Efficiency is
one such term. For decades, this was
an all-present business mantra. In the
long term, however, always just being

A few words on our cover picture:
In today’s westernised world, everything has
to be fast and efficient. Achieving more and
more in less and less time – this is the credo
that is now beginning to yield to a rethink in
the direction of ‘sustainability’. Let’s take an
example from the slow growth of a bonsai,
which is cultivated and tended for decades
until it has become a miniature artwork
of nature. A harmonious symbol of calm,
repose and devotion to life.

faster, moderner and cheaper is not
enough. Our lives call out for some real
‘added value’. For something that is
worth more than a ‘quick fix’ and that
has a sustained, lasting effect. Read in
the cover story about the direction our
society is currently heading, as it casts
aside old paradigms and tentatively
gropes its way towards new ones.
And all our R&D articles in this issue
have a ‘sustainably efficient’ theme
as well. For Fronius, this is not really
anything new, as we have always taken
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a much wider-ranging approach to
‘efficiency’ than just comparing output
ratios. But you know that, of course.
The alternative flavour continues with
our Travel Tip, which this time takes
us on a green-tinged stroll through a
world-class metropolis – Paris. And
what about Klaus Fronius? Yes, he got
on board the ‘true efficiency’ train a
long, long, time ago and has a lot to tell
about the journey so far. Here’s wishing
you ‘sustained’ reading enjoyment!
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Editorial

The quest for
real ‘added-value’

TRUE EFFICIENCY MEANS SUSTAINABILITY
‘Efficiency’ has been an all-important watchword for decades, and a crucial
factor in the economy. Processes, production, people, structures – all of
them have to be efficient. We still need to ask ourselves what ‘true’ efficiency
really is. It comes as some surprise to find that now, of all times – in the
middle of a global economic crisis – a seemingly contrary term is increasingly
starting to supplant ‘efficiency’: Sustainability. To be precise, sustainability
can be seen as a holistic, considerate and far-sighted manner of operating.
To what extent this is still nonetheless ‘efficient’ will be the subject of this
article.
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It is a long time since it was only business

the opposite when you look closer, and

is there time here for taking a breather?

that lived under the dictate of ‘efﬁciency’.

vice-versa.

For enjoying some quality of life? ‘Living
efﬁciently’ is the motto. And yet it is so

Now, our whole society has subjugated
itself to it. Try googling the search-term

In the maelstrom of efficiency

obvious that sooner or later, anyone who
lives like this is bound to fall ill. Long

‘efﬁcient’ and you’ll be rewarded with any
number of tips on the most efﬁcient way

Let’s leave the economy to one side for a

absences from work are the consequence,

to build, renovate, furnish or decorate your

moment and take a completely ‘normal’

which is the most inefﬁcient use of human

home, study or go on holiday, conduct your

life as an example: Work as long and

resources you could possibly imagine. A

relationships, raise your children, or even

hard as possible, stay busy, don’t waste

supposedly efﬁcient life can turn out to be

on how to breathe efﬁciently!

time on anything pointless – this is the

very inefﬁcient indeed, then.

The ofﬁcial deﬁnition of efﬁciency is an

basic tenor. As soon as you feel a malady

optimum ratio between the effort expended

coming on, quickly take a tablet – you

and the outcome obtained; between what

haven’t got time to be ill. If you always

you put in, and what you get out. The

function well, then efﬁcient life can be

aim is to use the minimum to achieve the

yours. Giant corporations have long made

Our fast-moving era is in flux. Many

maximum. This is all ﬁne in principle and

a speciality of this, and have been joined

people have been through situations

deﬁnitely has its place; we’re not trying

by countless small enterprises hoping

that have made them stop and rethink.

to give the whole idea of efﬁciency a bad

to make big proﬁts from efﬁcient living.

Never before has psychological illness

name here. Nevertheless, the seemingly

Wherever you look, it’s fast food and

been as widespread in western societies

logical causalities of this much vaunted

convenience foods, drive-ins, coffee-to-

as it is today, for example. Burn-out and

coefﬁcient are not always as completely

go, perfectly optimised process chains

depression are commonplace topics.

logical as they appear. For many things

at the workplace (and on the way there

Others draw their conclusions from

that seem efﬁcient at ﬁrst sight are quite

and back), and so on and so forth. Where

collective events such as the world
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Understanding the signs
of the times

economic crisis or scandals where

across the ﬁnish-line. No matter how

Among the more exotic suggestions

short-term speculation has almost led

long and thoroughly he has trained. The

made are Qi-Gong exercises, vision

to long-term collapse of whole financial

trick is to pace your energies and, if need

quests in the forest, communal nature

markets.

be, even to brieﬂ y do the opposite of

rituals, visits to power-places and much

We’re like the cat chasing its own tail.

what would seem necessary for success

more besides. At ﬁ rst glance, this advice

But many people are starting to realise

– e.g. by slowing down for a bit. You

does not appear particularly efﬁ cient,

that a life that is trimmed for maximum

have to keep your objective in view and

but on closer inspection these things

success and efficiency will not lead to

run in a forward-looking way. Anyone

are much more worthwhile than frantic

the desired result in the long term. The

living their life for the long haul is going

busyness. People who spend half an

key to breaking out of this vicious circle

to have to reorientate away from short-

hour of every day sitting outside doing

is more likely to be found in measures

term successes and towards long-term

nothing apart from enjoying the moment

which at first sight do not have much to

results. ‘Sustainability’ is the popular

do not seem very efﬁ cient. Or are they?

do with efficiency. And where the results

buzzword for this.

It is the ‘added-value’ of these activities

don’t always happen straight away, as

Here too, the Internet is an absolute

that makes them so important. Creating

we have come to expect. Here too, a

treasure-trove: sustainable living,

regular ‘oases of calm’ for yourself

major rethink is needed.

working, moving, building, shopping,

gives you the strength to cope with long

clothing, travelling, thinking... In contrast

stretches.

True efficiency means being in
it for the long haul

to the ‘efﬁ cient tips’, these search results
often refer to values that are either long
forgotten in our Western culture, or that

Let’s consider another example. A

never really established themselves, such

marathon runner who blows all his energy

as idleness, meditation, intuition, nature,

on the ﬁ rst 15 km may well not make it

and harmony of mind, soul and body.
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By 2020, Songdo City in South Korea will have grown into an eco-city par excellence.

Added-value at all levels

Other examples, of a very striking

natural gas; drinking-water consumption

nature, may be found in the field of

to be reduced by up to 40 % by re-using

This process of reorientation is taking

urban design, for instance Songdo City

treated greywater in separate pipelines;

place not only at the individual but

or Masdar. Masdar is a planned eco-

use of drinking-water for irrigation to be

also at the collective level, whether in

city in Abu Dhabi on which construction

cut by 90 %, and many more measures

economic terms within an enterprise

began in February 2008. Among its

relating to energy, transportation,

or in ecological terms within a region

highlights: CO 2 -neutral city supplied

mobility and recycling.

or country. There are more than

entirely by renewables; water supply

enough examples of this. The EU

is from solar-powered desalination

first promulgated the idea of the

plants; no fossil-fuel-powered vehicles;

‘Green Capital’ in 2009. The greatest

shade-maximising architecture so as to

The desire for efficiency is never going

environmental challenges originate from

minimise the amount of energy needed

to go away, no matter how you define

urban areas. Four out of five Europeans

for cooling; rigorously implemented

it. This is why many things that are only

live in towns and cities. The title of

recycling. Songdo City in South

‘efficient’ when looked at more closely

‘European Green Capital’ is awarded

Korea is a planned city that has been

are actually the things that embody

to cities that make an exemplary job of

under construction since 2003 and

true, longer-lived efficiency. It’s the

rising to these challenges – for instance

is scheduled for completion in three

same with product development. Many

with consistent actions and efforts to

phases by 2020. Here too, there are a

hours’ research work are not ‘efficient’

ensure high environmental standards

number of ‘sustainability sensations’

in the classic sense, but they lend a

and sustained development. The first

that point to the shape of things to

product advantages that go beyond the

award went to Stockholm in 2010; in

come: centralised pneumatic waste-

obvious. And the great thing about it is

2011, the title goes to Hamburg. The

collection system for both dry and wet

this: The ‘added-value’ of many of these

‘added-value’ of most of the measures

refuse; charging stations for electrically

measures is definitely quantifiable! So

rated as exemplary here only becomes

powered vehicles; hot-water and

let’s persist with the values that are true

apparent in the longer term.

electricity co-generation fuelled by

and lasting.
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Let’s keep it up!

Taking
mental leaps
AN OBSESSION WITH EFFICIENCY CAN
BLIND US TO THE OBVIOUS

It ought to give us pause for thought that the starting point for every new job, every new
product and every new process is the requirement to be more efficient. This almost
pathological pursuit of efficiency in our society wastes a great deal of vital potential. As the old
saying goes: “Your head is round so that your thoughts can change direction.” Our brains are
such a wonderful instrument, but if we always only run them on the same track, then not even
the most brilliant brain will be much use. True efficiency often takes quite different paths. To
do this, all directions must be potentially open. This is the only way in which mental leaps are
possible. Fronius has always tried not to restrict its field of vision.
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New solutions are often really easy, and
so much better. When you approach a
problem with a completely open mind
and do not hem yourself in, all manner
of possible solutions have a chance

A product often doesn’t show
its true face for years.
A computational model shows that using an inverter power source from
Fronius is more efficient in the long term than a step-switched welding
system.

of being arrived at, and not just a
circumscribed set. This is exactly what
happened with the dip-transfer arc
process CMT. What brought this process
into being was the desire to be better.
Better all round, not just more efficient.
Creativity was allowed to flow freely in
all directions. And suddenly a new star
appeared in the firmament. A blind spot
was transformed into a planet blazing
with light. Only then did work start on
optimising the process and making it
efficient.
“If Fronius’ R&D effort were guided by
purely ‘efficient’ criteria, then Fronius
would not exist in the successful form
that it does”, says the company’s
development supremo, Management
Team member Heinz Hackl. This is why
every developer is expected to spend 10
% of his or her time thinking about things
that would help Fronius move forward.
By any measure of classic efficiency,

retooling times and post-weld machining

emissions by as much as 90 %. The

this ought to have been abolished long

time are made transparent at a glance.

dip-transfer arc process CMT is famed

ago. When you take ‘true efficiency’ as

When all these aspects are taken into

for its low thermal input. This delivers

your yardstick, however, then this R&D

consideration, the true efficiency is

advantages such as less weldment

tradition has benefited Fronius hugely.

revealed.

distortion, and less dilution of the

Efficiency at second glance

If you have really taken sustainably

absence of spatter also provides some

efficient thinking on board, you’ll have

very direct benefits: for the user, lower

So what does ‘true efficiency’ mean

given your mind free rein and made it

cleaning and finishing costs are a factor

when it comes to welding systems? It

possible to come up with innovations

that pays off throughout the entire period

means looking at the whole life-cycle.

that break conventional bounds. At

of service.

Fronius has developed a computation

Fronius, examples of this are thick

The latest innovation is the patented

program that captures the total costs

on the ground. They go far beyond

Contec contacting system. Two

of a welding system and shows these in

merely achieving the highest possible

moveable half-shells keep the contact

meaningful, informative parameters. It’s

power efficiency rating: The DeltaSpot

surfaces and the contact forces between

not only about what the system costs

resistance spot-welding system makes

the contacting system and the welding

to purchase, but about everything that

possible energy savings of up to 50 %,

wire exactly in the defined target range.

generates costs or savings throughout

by using a novel process tape. In the

The contact tip abrades uniformly,

its lifetime. Influencing-factors such as

TransCut plasma cutting process, a fluid

thereby minimising the adverse, hard-to-

consumption, filler metal, services, spare

serves as the starting medium for the

calculate consequences of uneven wear

parts, lifespan, wearing parts, savings on

plasma separating jet, cutting noxious

upon the process. The result is extremely

base metal in overlay welding. And the
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The new Contec contacting technology from Fronius means extremely high process stability and a lower probability of failure due to contacting-faults.

high process stability throughout the
entire service life of the equipment.
Contec is a trailblazing innovation
based on sustained deployment of one
seemingly simple wearing part.
And it is not only in product development
that Fronius puts sustainable values
in the foreground, but in all it does
as a company. Resource-conserving
decisions in all areas, with a view to
protecting the environment, are also
deeply ingrained in the core values of the
company. So it’s no coincidence, then,
that Fronius was the winner of the 2009
Energy Globe World Award.

“Our developers
spend 10 % of
their working time
thinking up ideas
that will help Fronius
move forward.”
Heinz Hackl
Management Team
Fronius R&D

Fronius 2010
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Learning any time, any place
VIRTUAL WELDING: HERE TOO, IT’S WORTH LOOKING CLOSER

Virtual Welding is the training approach of the future: resourcesaving, no safety risk, true-to-life, available any time and any
place, always technically ‘right up to date’. Let’s take a look at
this technology, too, from the sustainable-efficiency viewpoint.

The Ghost shows exactly the right welding
speed, tip-to-work distance and torch angle.

In Virtual Welding there is a ‘Ghost’, or

out to the trainee by visible and audible

to be extremely efficient – in the fullest

virtual instructor, that shows trainees

signals, enabling an instant response.

sense of the term. It greatly reduces

the optimum welding speed, the tip-to-

A pedagogically sophisticated points

the amount of training needed on

work distance and the torch tilt angle

system lets trainees assess their own

‘real’ machines and saves up to 25 %

that they should keep up. The trainee

progress transparently and consistently.

on materials costs. What is more, the

holds an ergonomically shaped welding

At first glance, Virtual Welding might

training is always based on the latest

torch and works on typical real-life

seem to be merely an extra tool for

technical standards, as ensured by low-

workpieces. The welding parameters

training welding apprentices, and no

cost updates. And just ask the ‘virtual

are all adjustable. The Ghost provides

substitute for training them on ‘the

trainees’ how much they enjoy this

feedback in real-time: Every deviation

genuine article’. On closer inspection,

style of learning! For when learning is

from the Ghost’s instructions is pointed

however, this form of learning turns out

enjoyable, you learn a lot faster.
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Polarity without disparity
CMT ADVANCED SWINGS BOTH WAYS

At the meta-level, one might
say that the tension of our
life here on this planet always
lies between two poles. We
live in polarity. Anyone who
succeeds in reconciling the
two extremes in each case
can look forward to treading
a ‘golden path’, also in terms
of sustained efficiency. At
the concrete system level,
one could argue that it is
this very polarity itself that
constitutes the success of
CMT Advanced.

The functional principle of CMT Advanced

positive cycles, carefully targeted thermal

special characteristics of each pole so

is based on a combination arc with

input takes place. In both phases, droplet

perfectly, CMT Advanced delivers up to 60

positively and negatively poled CMT

detachment is always exactly controlled.

% higher deposition rates and much better

cycles. Pole reversal takes place in the

The ratio obtaining between the two cycles

gap bridgeability. The process is also very

short-circuiting phase, and the arc remains

can be individually deﬁned, and combined

ﬂexible when it comes to different gap

stable. In the negatively poled phase, the

with pulsed-power welding, for each

widths, which saves on retooling times.

weld process achieves a higher deposition

separate application.

Thinking holistically means thinking long-

rate and better gap bridgeability. In the

By understanding and exploiting the

term.

–

CMT negative

Fronius 2010

–

+

+

+

Initialisation

CMT positive

Initialisation

+

+

Pulsed-arc positive

+

Initialisation

CMT Advanced: alternates
between positive and
negative CMT cycles.
The wire motions are fully
integrated within the process.
CMT Advanced Pulse:
combines negatively poled
CMT cycles and positively
poled pulsed-arc cycles.

Totally R&D
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News
Fronius CL: Modular system.
Maximum yield.

Successful technical seminar in Fronius Energy Cell now
the Ukraine
available in series

The new Fronius CL series of central

The Ukrainian dealer Triada Ltd. Ko.

Since May, the first series-produced

inverters works with a modular system

recently hosted a seminar entitled

Fronius Energy Cells have been available

concept that is unique in the world – the

“Welding systems and innovative

in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Fronius MIX TM concept.

technologies”. This technical seminar

in the 2 kW and 4 kW power classes.

The combination of the Fronius MIX TM

was attended by around 50 students,

Subsequent versions of the Fronius

concept and high-yield power electronics

who were also participating in the

Energy Cell will also integrate the

delivers maximum yield at the same time

Technical University of Zaporozhye’s

electrolysis function. This will provide a

as the very greatest system reliability.

national welding competition. Triada

total system for regenerative electricity

On top of this, it leads to longer product

Ltd. Ko. is the first certified Fronius

production and storage. The Fronius

lifespan and permits easier servicing.

dealership in the Ukraine, and regularly

Energy Cell is particularly suitable for

Among its other advantages are the fact

holds seminars in its technology centre.

self-sufficient power supply locales such

that it is easy to plan and very simple to

At these, the trade public are treated

as telecom base stations, mountain

install.

to both theoretical talks and practical

huts and weather stations, and for

In the 36, 48 and 60 kW power classes,

demonstrations. The up-and-coming

solar electronics pioneers. “There is

the Fronius CL is ideal for PV systems of

young technicians in the welding

lively interest from early adopters all

up to several hundred kilowatts.

competition saw for themselves the

round the world with a need for energy-

quality of the Fronius welding systems

autonomous applications, for example

The new Fronius CL inverters were

TransPocket, MagicWave and TransTig,

in Turkey, South Africa and many other

unveiled at the keynote PV expo

with their advantages such as ease of

countries”, says Michael Schubert of

Intersolar Europe this June. The great

operation, and parameter control directly

Fronius. The first Energy Cells to be sold

interest shown in these appliances

from the welding torch using JobMaster.

went to a client in the Czech Republic in

demonstrated that this development

Another highlight was the presentation of

June 2010. For Fronius, the safety and

marks yet another milestone along the

the digitally controlled MIG/MAG welding

reliability of the system are absolutely

success-studded Fronius Way.

systems, including the CMT process. As

paramount. The Fronius Energy Cell is

well, there were insights into the special

currently the only fuel-cell system to

difficulties of welding constructional

have TÜV-Süd certification.

steels and aluminium alloys, and
information on the plasma cutting device
TransCut.
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Renault banks on chargingtechnology from Fronius

Honorary Senator title for
Klaus Fronius

Topping-out ceremony at
Thalheim R&D facility

Renault’s production facility in Novo

Special tribute was paid to three

The structure shell of the new Fronius

Mesto, Slovenia, turns out around 1000

distinguished figures at the Technical

research and development facility in

Renault Clios every day. It recently

University of Graz, Austria, in June 2010.

Thalheim is almost finished. In May

decided to change over to the very latest

Nobel Prize winner Imbrahim Abouleish

2010, the contractors invited the Fronius

charging technology, meaning transistor-

received an honorary doctorate,

Management Team, the T2 core-team

switched battery charging systems

construction industrialist Stephan Gillich

and the site crew to the topping-out

from Fronius, with the aim of cutting the

was made an “honorary citizen” of the

ceremony. For the Fronius Management

energy costs per charge for its electric

University, and Klaus Fronius was

Team, the event was a great opportunity

forklifts, and of significantly reducing

awarded the title of Honorary Senator.

to get an idea of just how fast work has

the amount of battery maintenance

This distinction may be conferred by

been progressing on the site. “This future

needed. Initial figures and results have

institutions of higher learning in

research and development facility is just

amply fulfilled these expectations. The

recognition of exceptional

so impressive, I can hardly find words

energy costs for battery-charging were

accomplishments. One of the results of

to describe it”, said Fronius R&D boss

cut by 18 % (175,000 kWh) in the first

Fronius’ long-standing co-operation with

Heinz Hackl.

year, and although the forklifts are used

TU Graz is the revolutionary CMT

in 3-shift operation, the battery fluid

process, which also made it possible to

Construction firm Gerstl had come

now only needs to be checked every 14

join steel and aluminium.

up with an exciting little surprise:

days. Every good battery now survives

The speech in honour of Klaus Fronius

They attached a passenger cage to a

1500 charging cycle unscathed. The

was given by Univ.Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr.

construction crane to take visitors on

gentle charging delivered by the Fronius

Horst-Hannes Cerjak. He praised not

a ‘sightseeing flight’ above the site.

Selectiva battery charging systems, with

only Klaus Fronius’ entrepreneurial

All those with a head for heights who

less temperature-rise during the charge-

perseverance and determination, but

ventured on this one-of-a-kind ride were

cycle, extends the batteries’ lifespan by

also his ability to think in a networked,

most impressed by the bird’s eye view of

6 to 9 months. Considering that there are

out-of-the-box way. The very attributes,

the project which it gave them.

some 120 batteries in service here, the

then, that enable Fronius to ‘shift limits’

resulting savings are very substantial.

and create innovations. Fronius will
continue working closely with TU Graz,
driving ahead the spirit of innovation. Our
heartfelt congratulations to Klaus Fronius
on this great distinction!

Fronius 2010
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With its high welding
speeds, low distortion,
greatly reduced
spattering and enhanced
manufacturing quality and
reliability, LaserHybrid is
also more energy-efﬁcient.

Keeping sight of
the whole picture
AUTOMATED WELDING AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Thermal joining processes such as arc welding and brazing have a direct influence on the
upstream and downstream manufacturing steps. This provides sustained optimisation potential
for often substantial savings of materials, energy and manpower. Innovative ‘cold’ welding
processes reduce direct consumption of electric power; their indirect energy-saving effects
are far greater, however. This is best illustrated by looking at entire production chains from a
holistic perspective, and by a case study. The automation solutions play a key rôle here.
Preventing welding spatter

related reasons, a high degree of

consumes much time and energy both

welding spatter occurs here. Especially

for machine stand-by and for robot

In robot-assisted welding using

during work in the overhead position,

start-up and shut-down. This is where

conventional MAG (metal active gas)

this spatter also accumulates on the

Fronius comes in with its innovative,

welding systems, droplet transfer

welding tips. Frequent cleaning of the

energy-saving CMT (Cold Metal Transfer)

from the electrode into the weld-pool

nozzle, with all the interruptions to

process.

is a critical bottleneck. For process-

the production-flow that this entails,

14

Innovations

Professor Yongjoon Cho, PhD, of the

production planning, saves preparation

for production planning in the forming,

Hyundai Motor Company reports that

time and reduces stresses in the weldment

joining and assembly field. He points

compared to conventional MAG welding,

and the risk of faulty welds.

to investigations of the I-seams on the

CMT delivers significantly less welding

Here too, the CMT Process has a solution.

butt-joints of safety-critical chassis

spatter and more stable metal transfer.

Compared to conventional MAG welding, it

structures: Although the strength

These two factors alone have cut

stands out for having approx. two to three

characteristics of the welded parts are

welding downtime at this automotive

times better gap-bridging ability. CMT

virtually identical for all three processes,

manufacturer’s by more than 60 %.

greatly lessens the amount of time, energy

the welding speed of LaserHybrid is

The nozzles stay clean for much longer,

and materials that would otherwise be

around 2.5 times faster than in MIG

extending the robots’ interruption-

needed for repair welding.

welding, and the energy per unit length
is around 0.9 times as much. Also,

free welding time. Changing over from

Greater efficiency with highperformance welding

on flanged joints smaller flanges are

and boosts the overall availability of the

An obvious step to boost efficiency

The advantages of LaserHybrid over

robot installations.

is to maximise the deposition rate.

MIG, especially in large-scale series

Fronius LaserHybrid welding combines

production, continue to be lower

highly productive cold-wire laser

distortion of the parts, less post-weld

welding with the MIG process. The

machining as there is less spatter, and

When parts undergo successive punching,

MIG process is better at bridging gaps

– especially with aluminium welding –

pressing, forming and welding sequences,

than the laser plus cold-wire; on the

exceptionally high quality. Users can

you inevitably have tolerance chains. The

other hand, the laser boasts higher

tap additional potential savings by

more tolerant a welding process is towards

welding speeds at the same time as

combining the process with innovative

varying gap widths, the less time and work

better deep-penetration properties.

laser-beam sources. The up to three

are then required for ﬁxing the components

“LaserHybrid welding brings together

times higher welding speed made

and for other upstream manufacturing

the best properties of each of these

possible by the LaserHybrid process

processes. This simpliﬁes operations

processes”, says Heiko Steinmetz, the

translates directly into higher energy

scheduling, ﬁxture construction and

Mercedes Benz engineer responsible

efficiency.

conventional MAG welding to the CMT
process lessens equipment wear-and-

possible, which saves on materials.

tear, reduces electricity consumption

Enhanced gap-width tolerance

Spatter and blocked welding tips mean unstable weld processes, poor welding results and frequent interruptions in robot welding. Using CMT keeps
the nozzles clean for much longer.

Fronius 2010
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Efficient
double-wire welding
RELIABILITY IN RAILWAY-VEHICLE MANUFACTURING, WITH TIMETWIN DIGITAL

Stadler Winterthur AG
has been producing
railcar bogies at its Swiss
competence centre since
2005. To manufacture
its chassis frames, this
subsidiary of the Stadler
Group uses the doublewire system TimeTwin
Digital. Whereas one
chassis frame used to take
eight hours’ welding time,
the new installation now
manages two frames in just
seven and a half hours.

With TimeTwin Digital, the bogie-frame manufacturing operations are now around twice as fast.

Nowadays, bogies are complex drive

Because there was a strong prospect

unmanned shift. This means that we’re

units which may be either motorised

of production having to be increased

welding for eighteen to twenty hours

or unmotorised. Alongside externally

to as many as 1200 bogies a year, a far

every day”, explains teamleader Franco

sourced wheelsets, hydraulic, electrical,

more productive solution was called

Finiguerra. Now the robot welding

electronic and other components, it is

for. The investment decision came out

installation manages more than twice

the functional steel content – accounting

in favour of double-wire-welding with

the previous output, i.e. instead of taking

for around 30 % of the total value –

the TransPuls Synergic 5000 welding

eight hours for one bogie-carrier, it now

which constitutes the core competence

system.

takes only seven and a half hours to
weld two of them. The causes of this are,

and manufacturing depth in Winterthur.
90 % of this is accounted for by valueadding welding work. In 2006, the then

Twice the output, and more
flexibility

firstly, the massive increase in welding
power, and secondly, the higher speed of
the robot. The superior arc-based seam

robot welding cell using the single-wire
MAG (metal active gas) welding system

“We work a two-and-a-half shift pattern,

guidance system has a further quality-

hit its capacity limit of 250 bogies a year.

with two manned shifts and half an

enhancing effect.
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Efficient high-performance

the seam. “Our V-seams can often be

the next bogie-carrier while welding is

as much as twenty-five millimetres

still in progress. This enhances quality

Of the 60 t of weld filler metal consumed

wide, with welding speeds – both on

and saves costly manhours. Hardly any

per year, the new robot system alone

the root and on the top passes – of up

post-weld machining now needs to be

gets through nearly 25 t. With its two

to sixty centimetres a minute”, explains

done, as spatter is almost unknown with

TransPuls Synergic 5000 power sources,

team leader Peter Gnos. Up to a joint

the TimeTwin Digital system. And of

the TimeTwin Digital double-wire system

thickness of 10 mm, one top pass

course, all the seams are inspected after

mainly welds the longer seams on each

above the root is sufficient. “On thicker

the end of the welding work.

bogie-carrier. The many different seams

joints, we choose to weld up to three

are stored as jobs. “Every bogie-carrier

passes, for quality reasons”, adds Peter

In short, the decision-makers at Stadler

has its own library”, explains Franco

Gnos. For locations that are difficult

Winterthur are most satisfied with their

Finiguerra, “and the robot calls up

to access, or if a seam only needs low

investment in the new robot installation

whichever one is relevant. On average,

welding power, there is an extra single-

with the TimeTwin Digital system. It

there are about ten different seams for

wire torch on the robot installation. This

gives them higher quality, flexibility and

each bogie-carrier.” They add up to

torch is also kept supplied by one of the

speed, and boosts both reliability and

12 to 20 m of seam per bogie-carrier,

TransPuls Synergic 5000s, and has a

productivity.

with each carrier having a total mass of

welding speed of approx. 30 cm/min.

between 600 and 800 kg.

Concentrating on the essential
To weld the root, the TimeTwin Digital
control system switches over to single-

There is no need for any checks during

wire operation. The following passes

welding, nor for any manual rewelding.

are then welded by both wires, mainly

This enables the machine operator to

oscillating across the entire width of

concentrate fully on tooling up ready for

Stadler Winterthur AG
As the successor to WINPRO AG and
to SLM (the Swiss Locomotive and
Machine Factory), Stadler Winterthur
AG has an over 130-year ‘track record’
in railway-vehicle manufacturing.
Today, the Winterthur location is the
Group’s centre of expertise for bogies.
In advanced modern-day rail vehicles
and rolling stock, these are complex
systems. Before a new version of
bogie can be licensed, it has to pass
extensive tests. For example, its frames
are subjected to 14 million dynamic
load changes. This trial lasts around
half a year and corresponds to a
run-time of between 30 and 40 years.
Flawless weld-seams are a key success
criterion here.

The head of the bogie competence centre at Stadler Winterthur AG, Roland Mayer, attaches great
importance to process optimisation and productivity improvements in the manufacturing operations.
He wants staff to work not so much more quickly as more intelligently.

Fronius 2010
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Enhancing quality
and cutting costs
FURNITURE-MAKER DERIVES LASTING BENEFIT FROM CMT

For welding frame elements, Embru banks on CMT and its many advantages.

Embru-Werke AG in Rüti, near Zürich, Switzerland, specialises in manufacturing top-quality
furniture for offices, schools, hospitals and nursing homes. To produce the frame elements
needed here, this family-run SME has opted for the CMT (Cold Metal Transfer) weld process.
The low thermal input made possible by CMT brings long-term benefits such as less post-weld
machining thanks to the absence of spatter, advantages when it comes to powder-coating
visually exposed surfaces, and less distortion of sheet-metal surfaces.
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Sustained, lasting
efﬁciency with CMT – less
ﬁnishing-work, less sheet
distortion, easier and
better powder-coating.

“We are an innovative company that

processes, the deployment decision went

Embru now manufactures all the parts

puts quality front and centre. We want

to CMT. “With the TransPuls Synergic 5000

for its nursing beds and office furniture

to be sure of supplying only top-quality

CMT, we save several hundred hours of

with this process only. In so doing, it not

products to our customers. This is why

extra manual work a year”, reports foreman

only boosts its productivity but also cuts

we place such emphasis on having

Fabian Süess, adding: “The lower heat

its logistics costs for sorting and storing

motivated, satisfied employees and on

input largely prevents distortion, and the

several different quality grades.

making regular investments in efficient

labour-intensive straightening work which

technologies. As well as this, we are also

would then be needed. And that’s quite

ISO 9001 certified”, says Embru’s Jürg

apart from all the quality improvements.

Radtke, explaining several aspects of

The time saved on post-weld surface

this family-run company’s philosophy.

ﬁnishing that no longer needs to be done

For ofﬁce furniture with large visually

has an equally positive impact on the

exposed surfaces, CMT technology scores

At Embru, welding is a manufacturing

bottom line.” The welding cell produces

with another of its many advantages. The

technique with a long tradition behind it.

up to 40 different workpieces, across the

sheet-metal fascia panels of drawers

This family enterprise has a workforce

company’s entire, very varied, production

and other exterior parts are stiffened by

of 210, and the share of value-added

range, e.g. up to 1200 hospital-bed frames,

proﬁle rails ﬁxed to their rear. From both

accounted for by welding is around

2000 nursing-bed frames and 4000 table

the production engineering and strength

10 %. The firm’s welding specialists

frames.

point of view, welding is the ideal joining

craft the frames for their discerning
clientele’s furniture from profiled tubes
with wall thicknesses of between 0.5 mm

Low thermal input means
less sheet distortion

technique for this. However, MAG welding

Spatter-free on visually
exposed surfaces

and 6 mm. The strength and quality of

creates heat distortion on the sheet-metal
surfaces which becomes clearly visible
after these surfaces have been powder-

the weld-seams play a crucial role here.

After welding the frames, Embru powder-

coated. Thanks to its low thermal input,

Plant manager Radtke puts it like this:

coats them. In this surface finishing

in CMT welding the critical sheet-metal

“We are way above the norm here. This

technique, the advantages of CMT’s

surfaces remain distortion-free and plane.

gives us the certainty that a hospital bed

zero spatter are particularly apparent.

will remain intact even if several bulky

With conventional welding processes, a

After some 30 months of practical

visitors sit down on it at the same time!

spatter release spray used to be applied

experience with the new system, plant

The same goes for office furniture, of

to prevent spatter adhering. Because

manager Jürg Radtke is convinced of the

course, and especially for furniture in

this spray itself adheres so well, it leaves

merits of CMT. His advice for colleagues

schools.”

behind yellowish borders after powder-

needing to weld light-gauge sheets or thin-

coating (especially with white coatings),

thick joints: “Take a long hard look at CMT

As part of a programme of capacity

which is an unwelcome effect on visually

as a possible alternative, because in the

adjustments, a welding cell was retroﬁtted

exposed surfaces. When CMT is used,

long run, when all things are considered, it

in 2006. Despite the higher acquisition

there is no need for either prior spraying

is often the more economical solution.”

costs compared to other welding

or subsequent cleaning, which is why

Fronius 2010
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Added-value in what
doesn’t first meet the eye
When Klaus Fronius hears the term ‘efficiency’, he leans back with a smile,
knowing all about the crux of the matter. All too often he has experienced that
efficiency – as he understands the term – cannot be achieved simply by getting
an optimum balance between expense and yield, cost and benefit, or input and
output. Klaus Fronius aims for sustainable, long-term efficiency. This calls for far
more parameters than those contained in conventional definitions. Three scenarios
in this quest:
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Efficiency as Klaus Fronius understands

little ‘power tube’. Another way, then, of

deep-drawing, weld-preparation,

it was also the keynote in the develop-

achieving efficiency in production.

spot-welding, rivet punching and other
techniques that would be needed for

ment of the Contec half-shells. Or, more
accurately: before their development.

Keep calm to be efﬁcient

rd

manipulating this light alloy. And they
also looked for a trustworthy partner with

Fronius had been presented with a 3 party technology that was described as

Here’s another example, this time from

whom they could learn the necessary

a “marvel of welding technology”, and

automotive manufacturing. On many

materials-joining technology in depth:

was on the point of doing something

visits to clients’, Klaus Fronius finds

Fronius. They were well prepared,

it had never done before in its entire

there’s not a lot left for him to say, as the

then, for the first-ever production of

history – buying in a technology from

customers are telling him so much about

an all-aluminium-autobody for the A8.

outside. A step that seemed to hold out

how well the welding systems perform

All the ‘teething troubles’ that cropped

huge potential. That would have been

and about the production-efficiency

up were dealt with very effectively as

‘efficient’. In the conventional – and

successes this has let them achieve.

a shared learning task. There were

generally accepted – sense of the term.

But not so long ago, the opposite was

almost no production-engineering snags

But it would have meant us buying-

the case. “Increase the welding speed,

or difficulties for Fronius Application

in know-how that we as a company

please”, was the terse request from this

Support when it came to the Audi A2,

would ultimately have been unable to

particular client, followed by a long list

either. That’s Fronius-style efficiency for

altogether control. For the simple reason

of things that were not working as they

you. We were involved in the project right

that it wouldn’t have been us who had

should.

from the word “go”, amassing know-how
which we put into effect straight away.

developed it. And that might have meant
incalculable expenditure in the service

Fronius soon saw that the production

field. So the developers got to work

set-up was far from ideal. A large

and devised our own know-how that we

number of CMT welding systems had

produce and service ourselves, to our

been installed. Unfortunately, however,

The conclusion: having the right research

own accustomed quality standard.

these were not able to realise anything

partners, processes and know-how all

like their full potential. Excessively

helps to achieve efficiency in the Fronius

The result: after four years’ research

wide tolerances, inaccurate weld-seam

sense. And the vision? A convincing

effort, in the second quarter of 2009,

preparation and so on – all these factors

smile spreads across Klaus Fronius’

we brought a seemingly unremarkable

made efﬁ cient production impossible.

face. “At present, we’re achieving power

product to the welding market – the

A lot of things were going to have to be

efficiency ratings of up to 98.5 percent.

novel Contec contacting technology,

changed. But how do you tell that to a

My dream is for us to push this power

featuring two moveable half-shells.

harassed production supervisor who

rating above a factor of 1.” And how is

These replace the contact tip in the

has top management breathing down his

that going to work? We don’t know yet.

welding torch. This is not just intended

neck? And so we set to work. No stone

But it wouldn’t be the first time Fronius

as an occasional custom solution, but

was left unturned. Today their production

overturned the received doctrine and

for every case, all the time, all over the

operations are running like clockwork.

established a brand-new standard.

world. The two halves of the contact

Efficiency + 1

Like it did with the welding of steel

shell hold the welding wire so accurately

But there are other examples, too, from

to aluminium. Or for DC to AC power

in position inside the torch, even after

the same sector. Where clients want to

conversion. And as it may yet do for

hours in action, that the welding process

achieve efﬁ ciency in the Fronius sense

cable-less energy transfer. Efficiency in

becomes much more stable. Also, the

of the term. Like at Audi: Long before

the Fronius sense will have an important

precaution of pre-emptively replacing

the company started looking into the

role to play.

contact tips that are only slightly worn

possibility of an aluminium bodywork,

– which often means shutting down a

it explored the peculiarities of this new

whole welding line – is now completely

material. At Audi’s Aluminium Centre in

unnecessary. No wonder that the sales

Neckarsulm, Germany, years of work

team sees such huge potential in this

went into researching the punching,

Fronius 2010
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The new Paris
A METROPOLIS FROM ITS SUSTAINABLE SIDE

What better way to round off a ‘sustainably efficient’ issue
of weld+vision than with a Travel Tip that takes the same
perspective? Considering how well-known the classic sights of
Paris are, maybe it’s time to take an alternative stroll through
the French capital.

Paris

Paris was, very early on, the object of

commissioned Georges-Eugène

planted spaces, as well as laying out

a deliberate, well thought-out urban

Haussmann to create grand axial avenues

expansive green areas and parks in the

development policy, making it the ﬁrst

linking the city’s various districts, to

rest of the city. To this day, Paris is very

European city to be planned in a lasting

rehabilitate its entire housing stock and to

much characterised by this Haussmannian

and sustainable way. Napoleon III

line the new boulevards with generously-

streetscape, with boulevards radiating
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out from vast public squares into the

ﬁnd sculptures by the master himself. And

outlying arrondissements. The reasons

prepare to be surprised by many of the

for this thoroughgoing rebuilding were

other walks that you might go on!

many and various: population growth,
cholera epidemics, the partial collapse

Eco-exhibitions

programme is scheduled to commence

and what it means for Paris. The “Salon

in 2012. It is centred around a gigantic

Marjolaine” is a huge sustainable-

infrastructure project: a massive upgrade

lifestyle fair from 6th to 14th November

of the city’s underground railway and

at which 550 exhibitors will be presenting

road networks. These plans include a fully

their wares; it also features a wide-

automated 130 km long high-speed-Metro

ranging programme of information and

line. Between 800,000 and one million

side events.

new jobs are to be created in the next 15

And by the way, in Paris there are very

years, and some 70,000 new apartments

many new and eco-friendly ways of

built every year.

getting around town: 20,600 free-touse “Vélib” bicycles at 1451 pick-up/

Sustainable tourism

drop-off points; “Verture” hybrid hirecars, or “Urban Cab” taxis – high-tech,

Sustainability is also enjoying something

electrically assisted cycle rickshaws

of a boom in the tourism sector. The Paris

(complete with driver).

tourist information website even has a whole

So let’s set out on a ‘green excursion’

area devoted to it. After all, since Baron

through Paris!

Haussmann’s 19th century makeover Paris
has deﬁnitely also been the city of parks
and gardens, with endless new discoveries
to marvel at. Like the mediæval garden
of the “Musée de Cluny” in the Saint-

www
www.parisinfo.comm

VSP team now in Paris
A new VSP team is set to be installed
in Paris in the autumn of 2010. This
one-stop service and sales point will
be based in the premises of Fronius
country HQ at Senlis, approx. 20
minutes’ drive north of Paris Charles
de Gaulle international airport.
Long-time Fronius staffer Frank
Michel will be in charge of sales in
this new team, which will be the fifth
of its kind in France. Working from
Paris, it will service the whole Île de
France region, which is home to the
headquarters and major production
plants of French automobile
manufacturers. Fronius’ success in
France means that more VSP teams
will be following in 2011.

Michel quarter. It’s also well worth strolling
though the city’s many different gardens to
admire their works of art. The “Jardin des
Tuileries”, for instance, is home to statuary
from the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. In
the garden of the “Musée Rodin”, you will

Fronius 2010
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